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MINUTES OF THE FIRST TUG MEETING
Robert Morris

-

Below follows what I heard at the first &
' X Users
Group meeting in Palo Alto, February 22, 1980. If
I've abused the speakers I hope they will write to
the newsletter to correct me. Occasionally I have
inserted notes cross-referencing other speakers or
sources. These are in italics with my initials, ...ram,
appended.
expertise was asA rather broad spectrum of
sumed on the part of the listeners, even within the
remarks of a given speaker. I have made no particular attempt to sort this out. Thus m p e r t s will
be bored by parts of some paragraphs and novices
mystaed by others. Sorry.
contc(ric)
People introduced themselves. About 50 were
in attendance. Miscellaneous remarks were made,
all of which were amplified later except the location of the QjX and METAFONT ftles for those
desiring to get them from SU-AI via the Arpanet.
To do this, get the a e s FILES.INF[TEX,DEK]
FILES.INF [MF,DEK] and FILES.INFFNT,DEK]
for '&XI METAFONT, and the SU 'I)@ font a e s
respectively. Each of these tells which ftles you must
further import. In order to avoid pain induced by
the SAIL character set, be sure to FTP them in
ASCII mode. Failure to do this will cause grief at
least about the right brace character, which is rather
critical to QX. Anyone without Arpanet access can
get the SAIL sources described above by inquiring
of
Dr. Luis Trabb Pardo
Dept. of Computer Science
Stanford University
Stanford CA 94305
Sources obtained in this way will not have the SAIL
character set problem because they are generated
on TOPS20 at SCORE. At the moment, only SAIL
sources are released. See below about Pascal.
SPEAKER: DONALD
KNUTH,
STANFORD
UNIVBRBITY.
Don Knuth's opening remarka.
Don opened with some observations about the
things he's learned from the T@C project. He did
not anticipate the full power of 'I)@ until he had
used it extensively himself. For example, until he
made macros to pretty-print Pascal programs, he
had not thought much about text which was ragged
on both left and right. And, early on he thought an
interactive
would be useful, but finds now that
users internalire what l@C will do to such an
extint that they usually know what QlC is going to

do about their input and so have no presdng need
to see it displayed on a screen immediately afker the
input is finished. Knuth's converrationa with other
typographical software users confirm this, e.g., with
people setting classified ads in a newspaper.
'&X ir rather stable now: No reported bugs from
October to December, one in January, and o m
rumored yesterday. (The SAIL vendon hm been in
use at Stanford since August 1978 and at other site8
since September 1978. ...ram)
Radical changes in QX are to be discouraged,
because they might destroy the stability of the ryrtem and the interchangeability of QX input film.
An attempt will be made to b p a single common
denominator
in circulation. Don feels reliabiliQ
is far more important than allowing everyone to add
'missing featureswto '&X. When the Paacd reraion
is released there may be some last minute changes of
this radical nature, but they should be in all released
versions of Te;X.
One flaw in this regard waa the use of bating
point arithmetic in '&X. The first P w d releue
will use floating point, as does the SAIL wrrrion,
with the attendant risk of machine dependencierr
due to rounding (e.g. in extreme cases, a paragraph
might have 11 lines in one implementation and 10
in another if two l i e breakings had rery similar
"badness" value). The second Pascal release will ate
only 5xed point arithmetic.
METAFONT.
METAFONT has a few dosen users. Don took 3-4
months to create about 60 fonts necesssry to ret hi8
books. The eminent type designer Hermam Zapf
visited, learned METAFONT, taught Don rome
type design, and helped beautifg those fonts. The
fonts are available for use with Te;X. A Stanford
C.S. Report 'The Computer Modern Family of
Fonts" is forthcoming. (Don explained in a TUG
Steering Committee meeting the next dqy, that
one of the accomplishments of Zapf's vhit mas to
write METAFONT programs incorporating some of
ZapfJscraft, especially techniques inwhing change6
of pen press'iue during letter construction. ram)
Output devices.
The Alphatype CRS is fully functional under
It sets about 3 inches/sec per baseline, requiring
about 3-4 minutes per page of moderately complex
math. Don rewrote the Alphatype internal s o h a m
for
suitability when using METAFONT fonts.
In general, output on most devices is atraightforward in principle. (See report of David FhcW tdk
below. ...ram) This includes known phototfperet.
ters and even vector devices, although more software
would be involved.
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Ardbnccmqmsto.
What follonr are Don's responses to questions
h m the audience about specific topier.
G e d Orgadsation of 'Ip;xI
wnaiota of 5 modules:
(1) TEXSYS, about 10% of the code. Contains
the storage management and error recovery routiner.
For complicated
it uses around 30K words
(=bit), but for simple things as little as 8K has
been wed.
(2) TEXSYN, about 30% of the code. Processel
macros, scam input tokens, and otherwise handlea

w(3)m=.
TEWEM, about 50% of the code.

Responsible for switching modes (math, display, vertical, horirontd), containa the page and paragraph
builders, math setting routines, rules. This module
has as its main documentation the source code itself.
(But see report below on the Pascd version. ram)
(4) TEXOUT, about 10% of the code. The output
modules, responsible for recursively processing a list
of boxes and malring a list of output instructions for
the device driver.
(5) TEXEXT, presently 0% of the code. The
extension module is the place the user dehed extensions to 'Ik$ are placed. Examples of such will
be supplied with the Pascal version, because an indexing and crosereferencing facility has been implemented that way for the time b e i i . Also, researchen at XEROX have implemented color descriptions
as an extension. Hooks are placed in TEXSYS to
trap the TEXEXT. The feature is powerful and dangerous, providing the user with the ability to clobber
any internal
data structure. (Readers should
not confuse this feature with the macro feature. The
extension feature is for the addition of thhgn
which Q$ can not do, whereas the macro feature
parameterises or otherwise makes easy the things
that require maqy or arcane Q'JC
commands to do.
Perhaps aside from the indexing feature, most IJF;X
wers will never encounter T)@ extensions. ...ram)
Indexing and document management is.tanr.
The initial problem with document management
facilities wan w s inability to make its activities
known to anything but its output a e . This was
the m c u l t g of interfacing it to CMU Scribe, for
example, or other software which needs to know
what's going on while
is worlring. Although
not all cases are cavered, the TEXEXT solution indicated above seems to address many of the resalting problems. The index output thus generated may
need lome sorting or other trivial post-processing.
(See report Mow of Richard Zippel'a MIT document

...

p r e p d o n mrua pockage for non-TEXEXT d m
tion to wme d them problcmr. ...mu)
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The macro facility is deoigned to allow users who
know nothing about typograpb to set papers well.
With it, one source can produce manJ -Pa
output forms. This approach is dmilar to IBWa
General Markup Language, and is being pursued by
the American Mathematical Society.
Last minute changer.
A few are contemplated for inclarion in the P d
version. The only one posing any incompatibility
input a e s is the i m p d syntax
with existing
of font debitions, which presently is similar to that
for font changes, b e i i distinguished by context.
The new aptax would require existing input fles to
have their font defhition statements changed. The
ability to set equation numbers at the left m q ale
be added.
u a rough draft &erne3 tod
prcwides the same flexibiitq and ease ol
change that any text maintenance use of the computer does.
Q$ ar a p n d Qpesetfly tool.
'Ik$ was originally designed by Dan to net the
Art of Computer Programming. Howewr, many
of his solutions turned out to be appropriate to
many other forms of tlrpesetting. The line breaking
and paragraph building mechanism is p a r t i d u l y
successful, producing text with mtonirhingly few
hyphenations. Widow avoidance is less succesnfuI: in
mathematics, adding lead to a display is feasible to
defeat widows, but in straight text non-uniform interline spacing is frowned upon. Rivers (continuous
streams of white space dribbling down a page due
to accidents of interword spacing) is not spseiflcrll~r
addressed in '&jX but seems to be a rare occurrence.
Most of Don's effort in design was focused on math
ematics spacing.
C h e m i d tormlllu and 0
t
h rdeptldc QpeIn principle, 'lPr[ should be good for most of
thin work Don suggests that duplication of eilort
be svoided by discouraging exploration of nonmath typesetting until the American Mathematied
Society experience is greater. Some of their rolutions
should apply immediately to physics and chemistry
publishing.
SPJZAKER: LUIS'.hum PARDO,
STANPOICDU~.
The P u c d Vcrdon
Luis sketched the problems urodrted with the
Pucd project and w b t the M product will
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look like. The big question: when will it be
released. The answer, not before it has been run
successfully not only on the DECSystem 20, but
also been transported to an altogether different architecture, the IBM 370. Both tasks are moving
along and within sight of completion, but Luis is
(understandably! ...ram) reluctant to name a date
out of concern for being unable to meet any particular deadline. (If you press the Stanford team
privately they will admit that they hope release is
months away. ...ram) Both Knuth and Luis are
greatly concerned that a high quality product as
bug free as possible be produced. The requirement
that the parallel 370 development be complete will
help insure that no machine dependent traps will be
The insprung on those who attempt to move
stallation of the 370 version will, moreaver, be done
by people who are not '&X wisards, thereby further simulating the environment released versions
will run in. Installation on CDC, VAX, and Univac
machines is also in development. Finding suitable
Pascal compilers is a big stumbling block. Pascal
does not seem to be amenable to large portable
software projects because of many unspecified things
even in "standard" Pascal.
The structure of the Pascal Version.
Pascal TkX as released by Stanford will consist
of two pieces: the 'QX module and the system dependent module. The former, comprising 90% of
the code, should need almost no local tuning save
for specifying a few parameters, such as word she.
F'urther, this should be valid for an entire family,
and not site specific. The system dependent module
contains the code which allows 'l&X to communicate
with the host operating system. It deals, for example, with the file system and the input character
set. This is where most of the implementor's work
will lie.
The Stanford team has been striving to make
the Pascal '&X a model of transportable software.
To this end, it is to be released in the form of a
'documented description* and a support package.
The documented description is a topdawn descrip
tion of how '&X works. The support package contains two programs for dealing with it. TEXDOC is
a program which produces a typeset description of
the fully commented QX program. A paper copy
of that will also be supplied. UNDOC is a program
which converts the documented description into a
Pascal program. Usually humans will never read
this, studying instead the TEXDOCed version. The
support package also includes some sample device
driver mftwe, a set of 200 dot/inch fonts and a
sample TEXEXT extension.

w.

What the implementor muat do,
To implement 'QjX do this:
(1) First h d a suitable compiler. (Rccipa tar
ram) This is
rabbit stew: &st catch a rabbit!
not entirely tririal because of the lack of P8se.l
standards. In fact it was the major delaying factor
so far in the project. (I mume a future issue of the
newsletter wjll have an article detailing jad what
makes a compiler suitable. ...ram)
(2) Redefine some of the data allocation policier
and a few of the low level macros.
These tasks are constant for an entire architecture
and need not be repeated by each aite.
(3) Modify certain system dependent cab, m i cally the names of
calls to the host operating
system. This may be quite site dependent. Luis
estimated it might take one month of a system p r e
gammer's t i e for each operating system, but no
would be needed.
special knowledge of
Resoarcea
How greedy is '&X?It occupies 75K -bit word8
on a DEC 20 and requires 2-3 CPU seconds per
page to set mathematics. Something similar o w
to hold on an IBM 3701138. Some investigatiom into
making it work in smaller environments are taking
place. Luis believes that such efforts should m l v a in
the following directions (see the talk of Bob McClme
below ...ram):
(1) Overlay parts of the program and reduce the
she of some of the data structures, e.g., reduce
the number of fonts which can be handled at once
(currently 64) and the complexity of math which can
be set. Such e%orts could result in 50% memory
reduction.
(2) Make a multipass 'l&X. Natural n p u a tion: (a) macro expansion; (b) l i e breaking .ad
box making; (c) page breaking and output. This
might force abandoning some of the interaction bs
tween these tasks, e.g., macro defhitiom in output
routines, but it would probably leave a highly uadd
anyua9.
(3) Memory management. For portabiliQ,
makes no assumptions about the a b i Q of the host
to manage memory, rather simply asking to be given
a big block then left alone. An implementation
which used the host's memory management might
not need such a big chunk.
SPEAKER: BOB WUIRB,
RUVJWBIc-ANT.
Qjx in c.
Bob is working on a C version, using m q of
the smdlifying techniques suggested aLS.
The firat target is a 28000 system running rersion 7 UNM, but the programming ia not making
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uw of UNM features tempting u some of them
might be. The aim is to have a 3)iJC which will
run in 48Kbytes of memory, thereby fitting on 16
bit machinea. Heavy virtualiring of some of the
t a k a is envisioned. Roughly, the vaat resources get
stretched out in time and in space (on a disk). Bob
irn't prepared to guess about speed of the resulting
product which will be proprietary, but for sale at
'a reamnable pricem. (I hope a rumor mongering
section of the newsletter wiU be devoted to others'
efforts at making small Tprc, or better still that those
doing BO will write brief descriptions for as. ...ram)
SPEAKER: DAVID
FUCHI,
STANFORD
U m .
Output devkes.
David spoke on the structure of
output and
the technical requirements of device drivers. Since
he is devoting an article in this issue to it, I omit
details. Roughly, implementors need to write a
rpooler and a program to convert the 'IkX output to
a form suitable for the output device. This involm
decidona about how much of the tmk to leave to the
hod, which in turn dependa on the communications
bandwidth between host and output device. The
details thus depend on the host-device combination
and may be somewhat site dependent.

Dick F'riday (Digital Equipment) raid he had experimented with driving a Diablo and found it not
very dimcult.
Rumors were mentioned about dramatically falling prices to be announced this June at the Nationd
Computer Conference. Others were mentioned that
the internal coding of Mergentheler devices were
now suf5ciently understpod that they might be we.
ful. (The general problem with photoQpesetters is
5ding out exactly what information they need so
that Tprc can provide it. ...ram)
TUG oqpais.tion.
A Steering Committee waa elected by acelamation. Its first meeting is reported below. General
discuasion to guide it centered on the function of
a w r s group. Among the roles proposed were the
following (When it met the next day, the Steering
Committee took a much narrower view than the
spectram represented here. ...ram): organize
research; organire Wirds of' a Feather* aeasiona;
organize a newsletter; supervise or perform QjX
soitware support; distribute 'IjijC; formulate a test
suite to validate programs claiming to implement

w*
Several people suggested seeking low cost com-

mercial support along the lines of IMSL. Most
agreed that an institutional membership fee on the
Richard spoke about a loosely organired docuorder of $100 would be acceptable. (The Steering
ment macro package a d a b l e at MIT. It has many
Committee subsequently decided that such a fee is
of the features one wants in document preparation premature. ...ram) It was generally agreed that the
and har some overlap with &S-Tprc. It is reported
Uuers Group would initially be concerned with short
separately beluw.
term problems so no attempt need be made to flnd
SPEAKER: MIKESPIVAK,
OR R m w E ~ M . rolutions which would be cast in stone. Dick Palaia
told ua that the AMS is applying for trademark
A'-=
protection of the
logo and would thus keep adMike is a developer of the AMS version of '&X
ministrative control over what could be called
and the author of 'The Joy of W. The purpose
of thew two venturer is outlined by Mike elaewhere
in this issue.
REPORT OF THE
STEERING
COMMITTEE MEETING
The h a 1 session of the afternoon waa chaired by
23,1980
OF
FEBRUARY
Dick. It consisted of a discuasion of existing, contemplated, and desired output devices and a d i m
sion of the
Uwrs Group.
The Committee met jointly with the A M S Font
Output Devieea.
Subcommittee of the Committee on Composition
Presently running with QJC:
Venatec 8211;
Technology.
Varian 9000; Alphatype CRS.
Richard Palais and Robert Moms agreed to be
Under development or consideration: Canon laser
chair and secretary pro tem.
printer.
Robert Welland agreed to edit the newslettar.
Desired: Mergenthder Linotron 202, 2000 and
The &st newsletter will hare a report of the meetVIP; GSI C/A/T; APS-5; Compugraphic 8600 and ing and will be distributed free by the AM8 upon
UNISETTER; AMI; Sanders inflnite matrix printer;
inabout
Subaequent newsletters will be

SPEAKER:~ ~ C R A UZ-,
D

IKR'.

=.

rector dericea in general.

w.
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There will not be imtitutiond membership until
TUG has to play a larger role than circulation of
information. Individual membership will be $10 annually and will cover newsletter expenses. All memberships and fees will be reconsidered at the next
Steering Committee meeting.
Richard Friday will work up a proposal for a
validation suite for programs whose authors desbe
to call them 'QX. Presumably, the Users Group
would pass recommendations to the AMS Board of
Trustees about a given request to use the 'QjX logo.
The role of the Users Group in distribution will
be re-examined after the Pascal release is made.
In about six months the Steering Committee will
decide when to meet again. At this time it is hoped
that Pascal distribution will be under way from
Stanford and alternate development sites.
Respectiully submitted,
Robert Morris,
UMASS/Boston

installations may flnd it convenient to r e w a r n
SYSDEP in assembler language for the rake of execution speed.
As the default case in the CASE statement ir a
non-standard feature of PASCAL, it has been given
different names by Merent compilers. Compiletime
initialisation is not standard either, but available
under different names in moat compilerr. Them
are the only reasons why TEX and TEWRE may
have to be modified, and the modifications are
straightforward.
INSTALLATION8:

--PASCAL
has been running in the PDP-10
(SAIL)machine in our CS Dept., here at Stanford,
since April 1980. Since then, all changes made
by Don Knuth in the SAIL program have been incorporated inmediately into the PASCAL program,
which has also undergone modifications as more information was obtained on the characteristics of
widely used PASCAL compilers. The program har
been in-house tested. It has already p r o c e d the
whole l)iJt manual and several chapters of KnuthJs
Art of Computer Programming.
Interface Software
Stanford's CIT has an IBM machine of the 370
family. Eagle Berns is in charge of the installation
of l)iJt there. He has obtained a copy of the new
THE STATUS OF THE
IBM PASCAL VS compiler, and has tried to compile
PASCAL IMPLEMENTATION OF 'l'~$
PTEX with it. As of September 9, both TEXPRE
September 9, I980
and SYSDEP (in PASCAL, only slightly modified)
had
compiled and run successfully to generate the
Ignacio Zabala
table
of data structures employed by the main TEX
Luis Trabb-Pardo
module. For these trials, Berns used 36 bpw font
information flles from SAIL. There was a problem
This document (PTEX.TXT[TEX,IAZ]%SAIL)is with two procedures in the main TEX module which
intended as a public, up-to-date report on the
were still too large for the VS compiler. This module
status of the PASCAL implementation of W. A
has been modified accordingly and we are waiting
file PTEX.BBD[TEX,IAZ]%SAILis maintained that
for feedback from Berns.
contains all the mail and new events related to
Charles Lawson is installing PTEX on the
PTEX.
UNNAC 1100 of the Jet Propulsion Lab at Caitech
SYsTm ORGANI%NrION:
using the University of Wisconsin PASCAL comThe QjX-PASCAL system consists mainly of
piler. He has made a good programming eibrt to
three modules:
get PTEX up. (For instance, he has coded the
- the TEXPRE module implements the p r a aenvironmentn modules required by his compiler.)
processor that generates the data structures
This installation seems to be already past the comemployed by TEX.
pilation phase.
the SYSDEP module contains routines that are
At the University of Minnesota, Mike Frisch b
very much dependent on the particular host
installii PTEX on a CDC-Cyber.
system. It is used both by TEXPRE and TEX.
George Otto is in charge of the installation at
- the main TEX module.
Wharton. The Moore school has a U W A C 90-VS/9
where they use the PASCAL-8000 compiler.
Colw~KrneSaAND M C O N P A T I B I L ~ :
David Kashtan has compiled emrything craccmrNeither TEX nor TEXPRE should need modification at any installation, but, surely, SYSDEP fully on the VAX (VMS) at SRI.
Richard Friday has also compiled mqthgon a
muat be adjusted for each host site. The three
VAX
(UNM) at DEC.
moddes are programmed in PASCAL though some

-

